IAMYANK
Dreamy, magical music for those moments when you want to focus on your
inner world. Iamyank is a multi-instrumentalist producer / songwriter who
keeps building up memorable scenes around the audience with futuristic
synths, spacey guitar and dirty drums on the edge of instrumental and
electronic music.

BIOGRAPHY
In 2011, after 10 years of being a drummer in different bands he wanted to
extend the usual methods of songwriting and soundscapes to catch specific moods
more precisely. After finishing imPro Budapest School of Music Technology, he
has met the main characters of the Budapest underground music scene and started
to make DJ sets while figuring out what sounds, genres, styles fit better to his own
musical vision. After playing at all the main local clubs and at the biggest
Hungarian festivals (Sziget, Volt, Balaton Sound), making remixes for well
known Hungarian bands he started working on his first release.
The first EP, titled 'Cold Summer', was released in 2013 and it got positive
reviews from both the audience and critics in Hungary. His fan base started to grow
anticipating following releases, so he spent more time on writing songs and
released 2 more EP-s in 2014 titled 'City of Nobody' and 'Last Song'. All of them
got featured on the biggest Hungarian music sites and got positive feedback as
well. At this point, he has already started building up his live performance show
which later gave him the chance to share stage with his biggest inspirations, such
as: Mount Kimbie, Caribou, Nosaj Thing, Om Unit, Synkro etc. In the middle of
the year 2014, he started a collaboration with POSSIBLE GAMES and together
they worked on an adventure game for his next release.
After 8 months of team work, on 2nd of March 2015, iamyank released
"Lost Sounds" in an exceptional and unique way: the EP was packed with an
iOS / Android adventure game titled 'Adventures of Poco Eco' which got
featured on the biggest Hungarian news portal.
The feedback was extremely positive: it got featured in Apple Store's 'Best New
Games','Editors' Choice' and later it was in the 'Best of March' selection of the
store. In the first month, hundreds of articles from all around the world were talking
about the graphic and musical world of Adventures of Poco Eco. The project won
more than 40 local and international award.
In 2016 May 4th, iamyank’s 11 track concept LP ‘Hiraeth’ was released by
Selected Sounds Label with full support of local press. After the succesful
launchparty iamyank Live Band started to touring with the new set.
Besides, in the meantime he keeps teaching music production in imPro
Budapest School of Music Technology, he founded Unframed Records with AMB
and he is also an active member of ASAN Art Community, member of Selected
Sounds
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Acknowledgements
2013 - ‘Aurora’, Song of the year, first 4, Index.hu
2013 - Producer of the year, 2nd place, Impulsecreator.hu
2013 - ‘Cold Summer’, Best releases of 2013, Recorder.hu
2014 - Producer of the year, 2nd place, Impulsecreator.hu
2014 - ‘City of Nobody’, Best releases of 2014, Recorder.hu
2014 - Several songs used by Pepsi, Coca-cola, Vogue India, GQ India, Telenor
2015 - ‘Lost Sounds’ EP + Adventures of Poco Eco: more than 40 awards

Press Mentions
“Nice line in Boards Of Canada-ish soundscapes set to some perky beats” huffingtonpost.co.uk
“Hiraeth is definitely worth checking out, but be aware that this record’s atmosphere
is so powerful that it will certainly have an effect on your mood too.” - beehype.pe
“Pensive quality” - electronicbeats.net
“This is definitely one to play with your headphones on as well. The music really
makes the game.” - pocketgamer.co.uk
“Producer of sophisticated dancable future music” - Recorder.hu
“One of the most interesting producers” - Quart.hu
“Outstanding album 8/10” - index.hu
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Notable Live Shows 2014 - 2016
Iamyank played more than 300 live act, live band shows and dj sets in the last 4
years in Hungary, Romania, Crotia, Poland, Slovakia. Among these shows the most
notables are:

2014
JUL

02

JUL

17

JUL

26

AUG

07

AUG

18

Volt Festival - Sopron, HU
Mo:dem festival - HR
Campus Festival - Debrecen, HU
Live at Balcony TV Budapest HU

SEP

Instant, Budapest, HU
w. SYNKRO

OCT

A38, Budapest, HU
w. CARIBOU

OCT

Akvarium, Budapest, HU
w. NOSAJ THING

NOV

A38, Budapest, HU
w. MOUNT KIMBIE

17
17
23
07

Cluj-Napoca - RO

2015
MAY

A38 - Budapest, HU
IAMYANK LIVE BAND Premiere

MAY

KVLT - Budapest, HU
w. ARMS & SLEEPERS

MAY

A38 - Budapest, HU
w. SHIGETO

JUN

26

Budapest, HU
IAMYANK LIVE BAND w. GOLD PANDA

MAY

A38 - Budapest, HU
IAMYANK LIVE BAND w. Bristol

SEP

Stodola - Warsaw, PL

Electronic Beats Festival Budapest, HU
IAMYANK LIVE BAND w.
Meetfactory - Prague, CZ

NOV

01
16
28

OCT

17

NOV

19

30

11
2
NOV

20

Millenaris - Budapest, HU
w. APPARAT
Musicbox - Lisbon, PT

2016
FEB

A38 - Budapest, HU
w. SHIGETO

MAY

A38 - Budapest, HU
w. SHIGETO

26
16

SEP
NOV

HIRAETH LIVE BAND TOUR
HUNGARY

NOV

Kuplung, BUSH - Budapest, HU
IAMYANK LIVE BAND

18

MAY

04

AUG
SEP

14

A38 - Budapest, HU
HIRAETH Album Launch Party
Warsaw, Poznan, Lodz, Bialystok, PL
HIRAETH LIVE BAND POLAND TOUR
A38 - Budapest, HU
w. MOUNT KIMBIE
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Videos

VIDEOS
Discography
Cold Summer EP
09/2013
▶ Play

on Soundcloud

The Last Song EP
10/2014
▶ Play

on Soundcloud

City of Nobody EP

Lost Sounds EP

03/2014

03/2015

▶ Play

▶ Play

on Soundcloud

on Soundcloud

Hiraeth LP
05/2016
▶ Play

on Soundcloud

Press Photos

PHOTOS
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______ ______
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